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dual role in both loss and acceleration of radiation belt electrons in the Earth’s magnetosphere. Although the
generation of parallel chorus waves has been extensively studied by means of theory, simulations, and
observations, the generation mechanism of very oblique chorus waves still remains a mystery. In this study,
we have analyzed hundreds of very oblique discrete (rising or falling tone) lower band chorus events
collected from 7 years of Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS)
waveform data to investigate their potential generation mechanisms. Comparisons between wave normal
angles directly measured onboard THEMIS in the dawn-day sector at L = 5–9 and inferred from theoretical
models on the basis of measured wave characteristics (frequency sweep rate, mean frequency, and
amplitude) show that these very oblique waves are more commonly generated through cyclotron resonance
with anisotropic electron streams. However, a second generation mechanism via Landau resonance with
low-energy electron beams seems to be also operating on the nightside at L < 6.7 and at all local times at
L > 8.5. Moreover, very oblique lower band chorus waves with large frequency chirping rates or small
magnetic ﬁeld amplitudes are more likely excited via cyclotron resonance, while waves with small
frequency chirping rates or large magnetic ﬁeld amplitudes are preferentially generated through Landau
resonance. This comprehensive statistical study provides interesting insight into the possible generation
mechanisms of very oblique lower band chorus waves in the Earth’s magnetosphere.

1. Introduction
Whistler mode chorus waves have long been a topic of active research in the community of magnetospheric
physics, due to their important role in the overall dynamics of the Earth’s radiation belt and their unique properties. Chorus waves are considered as the dominant driver of diffuse auroral precipitation through pitch
angle scattering of low-energy (0.1–30 keV) electrons [Thorne et al., 2010; Ni et al., 2011]. Furthermore, chorus
waves are generally believed to be important to produce relativistic radiation belt electrons through rapid
local acceleration [Summers et al., 2002; Thorne et al., 2013]. One of the most remarkable properties of chorus
waves is their frequency chirping, appearing as either rising tones or falling tones in high time resolution
dynamic spectrograms [e.g., Li et al., 2012; Gao et al., 2014a, and references therein]. Another distinct feature
is the remarkable power gap at about 0.5 fce (fce is the electron gyrofrequency) [Tsurutani and Smith, 1974],
which separates the chorus emission into two bands: a lower band (<0.5 fce) and an upper band (>0.5 fce).
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Chorus waves are typically detected in the vicinity of the magnetic equator (|MLAT| < 10°, where MLAT is the
magnetic latitude) [LeDocq et al., 1998; Santolik et al., 2005; Li et al., 2009], which has been recognized as their
main source region. It has been widely accepted that chorus waves are excited through linear and nonlinear
resonant interactions with hot and anisotropic electrons (tens of keV) injected from the plasma sheet during
substorms [Nunn, 1971; Karpman et al., 1974; Omura et al., 2008, 2012; Shklyar and Matsumoto, 2009; Li et al.,
2010; Demekhov, 2011; Omura and Nunn, 2011; Nunn and Omura, 2012; Gao et al., 2014b; Nunn and Omura,
2015]. By considering the relativistic second-order resonant condition, Omura et al. [2008] found that the evolution of wave frequencies and amplitudes of chorus waves is controlled by the nonlinear resonant current
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resulting from resonant electron trapping into the effective potential generated by the wave electric ﬁeld and
the mirror force acting together on particles in the inhomogeneous geomagnetic ﬁeld [see Trakhtengerts et al.,
2004]. They further successfully reproduced parallel propagating lower band rising tones with a 1-D PIC (Particle
In Cell) simulation model. Moreover, this theory also indicates that chorus waves should be excited under some
optimum condition [Hikishima and Omura, 2012], which was supported by the THEMIS observations [Gao et al.,
2014b]. For upper band chorus waves, many potential mechanisms have been proposed to explain their generation and also the power gap at about 0.5 fce, such as a strong damping at about 0.5 fce [Omura et al., 2009],
different free energy sources [Fu et al., 2014], and the lower band cascade [Gao et al., 2016].
Although chorus waves are usually observed with small wave normal angles (<45°) near the magnetic equator [Li et al., 2011a, 2013], very oblique chorus waves have also been reported in many previous works
[Agapitov et al., 2013; Li et al., 2013, 2016; Mourenas et al., 2014; Artemyev et al., 2015], especially for falling
tones [Li et al., 2011b, 2012]. Moreover, both theoretical and observational results have shown that very oblique chorus waves are able to induce more efﬁcient losses of energetic electrons ranging from ~30 keV
to ~ 1 MeV than quasi-parallel chorus waves due to strong higher-order cyclotron resonances [Mourenas
et al., 2012; Li et al., 2014; Artemyev et al., 2015, 2016]. Ray tracing simulations have indicated that a population
of oblique chorus waves could be formed during wave propagation from the geomagnetic equator toward
the higher-latitude region due to magnetic gradients and curvature [Chen et al., 2013]. Moreover, very oblique lower band chorus waves have high occurrences even near the geomagnetic equator [Santolik et al.,
2009; Li et al., 2013, 2016; Agapitov et al., 2013; Mourenas et al., 2014; Taubenschuss et al., 2014], indicating that
they should be excited there with very large wave normal angles. However, the exact generation mechanism
of such very oblique lower band chorus waves still remains a mystery.
Recently, Mourenas et al. [2015] and Artemyev et al. [2016] have analytically examined two possible generation mechanisms for very oblique chorus waves based on the second-order resonance condition: Landau
resonance with low-energy electron beams and cyclotron resonance with anisotropic electron streams.
Mourenas et al. [2015] and Artemyev et al. [2016] derived three simpliﬁed approximate formulae (respectively,
equations (19) and (20) and equation (72) in these papers) corresponding to wave generation via Landau or
cyclotron resonances under different assumptions, each formula providing a distinctive theoretical relationship between the wave frequency chirping rate and the wave normal angle. However, a comprehensive statistical analysis of very oblique chorus events is required to evaluate the validity of such simpliﬁed nonlinear
models of very oblique wave generation in the Earth’s magnetosphere. By analyzing nearly 7 year THEMIS
(Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms) waveform data, we have been able
to investigate the potential generation mechanisms of intense very oblique lower band chorus waves on
the basis of these models, studying in particular how wave properties relate to their possible generation
mechanism. In section 2, we describe the analysis of THEMIS waveform data and the three frequency chirping
rate formulae used in this study. The statistical properties of very oblique lower band chorus events and comparisons of wave-normal angles inferred from theoretical models and directly from observations are presented in section 3. In section 4, we summarize and further discuss our principal results.

2. THEMIS Data Analysis and Theoretical Formulae
The very oblique lower band chorus waves studied in this paper are recorded by three inner THEMIS spacecraft (A, D, and E) [Angelopoulos, 2008], which are ideally located to detect chorus waves in the
near-equatorial magnetosphere. The chorus waves can be detected by the Search-Coil Magnetometer
(SCM) [Le Contel et al., 2008] and the Electric Field Instrument (EFI) [Bonnell et al., 2008], which simultaneously
provide multiple 6–8 s waveform data each day with a sampling frequency of up to ~ 16 kHz. Meanwhile, we
can obtain polarization properties of very oblique lower band chorus in this study by analyzing the highresolution waveform data (scw and efw ﬁles). The background magnetic ﬁelds are calculated by taking a
16 data point (4 s) sliding average on the low-resolution FGM (Fluxgate Magnetometer) data (4 Hz) [Auster
et al., 2008], which are then utilized to estimate the equatorial electron gyrofrequency for a roughly dipolar
geomagnetic ﬁeld (at locations most often far away from the possibly strongly disturbed midnight sector; see
section 3). To exclude chorus events inside the plasmapause, the background plasma density inferred from
the spacecraft potential and electron thermal speed [e.g., Li et al., 2010] has been required to remain lower
than 30 cm3, as in previous studies [Li et al., 2010, 2013; Gao et al., 2014a].
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After converting the waveform data into the ﬁeld-aligned coordinate system (z axis is along the background
magnetic ﬁeld), we use three components of magnetic ﬂuctuations to calculate the detailed polarization
parameters (such as wave-normal angle θ, polarization ratio Rp, and ellipticity) of chorus waves with a time
resolution of ~0.016 s following the procedure developed by Bortnik et al. [2007]. For waves with sufﬁciently
large polarization ratios (Rp > 0.9), the obtained polarization parameters are highly reliable [Bortnik et al.,
2007]. Since chorus waves in the magnetosphere are normally highly polarized and typically have righthanded polarization, the waves and polarization parameters are recorded only when Rp > 0.9 and
ellipticity > 0.7. Because there is an inherent 180° ambiguity in the calculated wave-normal angle by using
three components of magnetic ﬁeld alone, all the wave-normal angles have been converted into values less
than 90°.
Recently, Mourenas et al. [2015] and Artemyev et al. [2016] have studied two possible generation mechanisms
of intense very oblique chorus waves in the Earth’s magnetosphere. The ﬁrst one relies on Landau resonance
with low-energy (<4 keV) electron beams either injected from the plasma sheet during substorms or locally
generated by some acceleration processes. The second-generation mechanism is based on cyclotron resonance with low-energy (<15 keV) streams: the free energy for wave growth can then come from a realistic
temperature anisotropy T⊥/T|| ~ 1.5–2.5 of antiparallel (to the waves) keVs electrons, aided by a simultaneous
reduction of Landau damping from lower energy (100 s eV) electrons (propagating in the same direction as
the waves) provided by a local plateau, or heavy tail, in the parallel velocity distribution (such distributions
may be symmetric). Due to signiﬁcant uncertainties of wave-normal angle measurements at large θ, generally
within the magnitude of 3°–5° [Taubenschuss et al., 2014; Mourenas et al., 2015], it is often difﬁcult to assess
whether θ remains roughly constant or varies over the duration of one wave event. Thus, one may assume
either a nearly constant θ or else a monotonously varying θ during nonlinear wave growth. Under the ﬁrst
assumption of a nearly constant θ (corresponding for instance to the maximum linear and nonlinear growth
rates) during the nonlinear generation process taking place near the magnetic equator, and for θ sufﬁciently
close to the resonance cone (for fce cos θ/f  1 < 0.3 and θ > 60°), Mourenas et al. [2015] derived two simpliﬁed formulae (their equations (19) and (20)) for the frequency chirping rates corresponding to Landau or
cyclotron resonance, which can be readily employed for analyzing satellite observations. These two formulae
are rewritten below (see Appendix A for details):
 
∂ω
Bw0 ðcosθ  cosθr Þ
≈ ±23=2 S ω2
(1)
∂t
cosθr
B0
 
∂ω
Bw0 ðcosθ  cosθr Þω2
≈ ±23=2 S ω2
(2)
∂t
B0 cosθr ðΩce  ωÞ2
where equations (1) and (2) are for Landau and cyclotron resonances, respectively. Here ω, Bw0, Ωce, and B0
are the mean wave frequency, mean wave amplitude, electron gyrofrequency, and background magnetic
ﬁeld intensity, respectively. The resonance cone angle θr is deﬁned by cos θr ≈ ω/Ωce in the cold plasma
approximation. The term S* (~0.6) is the optimum inhomogeneity ratio [e.g., see Omura et al., 2008; Shklyar
and Matsumoto, 2009] maximizing nonlinear wave growth at the equator (see Appendix A and Mourenas
et al. [2015]). Under the alternative assumption of a monotonously varying θ during the nonlinear process
of very oblique wave growth, Artemyev et al. [2016] derived similar formulae. They found that a Landau
resonance generation mechanism led to unrealistically large frequency chirping rates, while generation via
cyclotron resonance yielded realistic levels. The latter case corresponds to another useful formula, given
below for Ωce cos θ/ω  1 < 0.3 and θ > 60° (see Appendix A for more details):
 
∂ω
Bw0
ω6
pﬃﬃﬃ
≈ ±S
(3)
∂t
B0
2ðcosθ  cosθr ÞΩ4ce cosθ
In this study, the above three approximate formulae are used to investigate potential generation mechanisms
of very oblique lower band chorus waves, by comparing wave-normal angles directly measured by THEMIS
with those inferred from the three very different formulae on the basis of the measured frequency chirping rate,
mean wave frequency, wave amplitude, and geomagnetic ﬁeld amplitude. Although the above formulae are
only approximate (within factors ~1.5–2 of exact values), their simpliﬁed form is indeed convenient to infer
θ from the measured frequency chirping rate and wave amplitude. Hereafter, these three formulae, i.e.,
equations 1–3, are called as L, C1, and C2 for convenience. In future works, it would be interesting to use
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Figure 1. (ﬁrst row) Peak frequency fp with the maximum magnetic spectral density. (second and third rows) Magnetic and
electric frequency-time spectrograms. (fourth row) The wave-normal angle θ for very oblique (left column) rising and (right
column) falling tones, respectively. (ﬁfth row) The wave-propagating direction (orange means away from the equator, while
blue denotes toward the equator). The frequency range of the vertical axis is from 0.1 to 0.5 fce.

the full equations of motion [e.g., Nunn and Omura, 2015] to compare each observation with corresponding
numerical simulations to get more precise insights.

3. Observational Results
In the present study, the waveform data obtained from 1 June 2008 to 1 June 2015 by the three inner probes
(THEMIS A, D, and E) are analyzed to collect very oblique lower band chorus events over the radial distance from
5 to 9 RE at magnetic latitudes less than 10° (within the typical source region). Two representative examples of
very oblique lower band chorus waves are displayed in Figure 1 to explain how to select the chorus event. From
top to bottom, Figure 1 shows the peak frequency fp with the maximum magnetic spectral density at each time,
magnetic and electric frequency-time spectrograms, wave normal angle θ, and wave propagating direction for
very oblique rising (left column) and falling (right column) tones. With the same method by Li et al. [2013], the
wave propagating direction is inferred from both directions of Poynting ﬂux and the radial component of the
background magnetic ﬁeld. Here orange color denotes propagating away from the magnetic equator, while
blue color means propagating toward the magnetic equator. At each time, the peak frequency fp is kept only
when the data point meets the following criteria. First, the wave magnetic ﬁeld amplitude BT must be larger
than 8 pT (thereby excluding reﬂected chorus waves, whose amplitudes are generally smaller than 5 pT; see
Parrot et al. [2003], Agapitov, et al. [2011], Kurita et al. [2012], Li et al. [2013], and Breuillard et al. [2014]). Here
BT is obtained by integrating the magnetic spectral density over the frequency from fp  32 Hz to fp + 32 Hz
due to the narrow bandwidth of discrete chorus waves [Gao et al., 2014a]. Second, the wave normal angle θ
must be sufﬁciently large (>60°) and very close to the resonance cone angle (i.e., Ωce cos θ/ω  1 < 0.3).
Moreover, only a discrete (rising or falling tone) lower band chorus element containing at least three adequate
data points is recorded as one very oblique lower band chorus event. For example, we could obtain only seven
rising tones and three falling tones in Figure 1. Meanwhile, the wave normal angle θ, wave frequency f, wave
normal angle changing rate dθ/dt, wave frequency chirping rate df/dt, mean wave amplitude BT, and
background magnetic ﬁeld intensity B0 are also recorded for each chorus event.
The resulting global distribution of very oblique rising tones (left; red) and falling tones (right; blue) is illustrated in Figure 2. In our database, there are about 200 rising tones and 300 falling tones. As shown in
Figure 2 (left), very oblique rising tones preferentially occur from predawn to afternoon sector, while very
oblique falling tones are usually detected from midnight to noon sector (Figure 2, right). Moreover, for both
very oblique rising and falling tones, events on the nightside are generally located at smaller L shells (<7–7.5)
than on the dayside. We caution, however, that the relatively less frequent observations on the nightside over
22–04 MLT stem in part from the MLT distribution of waveform measurements on THEMIS, which were available more often on the dayside at < 9 RE. Figure 3 shows an overview of comparisons between wave normal
GAO ET AL.
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angles directly measured on THEMIS
and inferred from theoretical models
on the basis of measured wave frequency chirping rate and amplitude,
for both rising (red) and falling (blue)
tones. Each star represents one
chorus event. The θL, θC1, and θC2 in
Figure 3 are calculated from L, C1,
and C2 by inputting all the other
measured parameters (wave magFigure 2. The global distribution of very oblique lower band (left; red) rising netic ﬁeld amplitude, frequency
chirping rate, mean wave frequency,
tones and (right; blue) falling tones. Each star denotes one chorus event.
and geomagnetic ﬁeld strength) for
each event. The observed wave normal angle θo for each event is the weighted average of θ by wave magnetic ﬁeld amplitudes. Under the assumption of nearly constant θ in Figures 3a, 3b, 3d, and 3e, for both rising
and falling tones, the formula L provides much better agreement with measured values than the formula C1,
suggesting that Landau resonance with low-energy beams may be a potential generation mechanism of very
oblique lower band chorus waves. Note that there are signiﬁcantly less events shown in Figures 3b and 3e,
because formula C1 leads to unrealistic results for a number of events. However, as shown in Figures 3c
and 3f, under the alternative assumption of a monotonously varying θ, the formula C2 provides even better
predictions of wave normal angle values for the majority of very oblique chorus events. This result is quite
fascinating, because it indicates that cyclotron resonance with anisotropic electron streams may be the more
common generation mechanism for very oblique lower band chorus waves.
It is interesting to investigate whether the assumption of a nearly constant θ is actually valid for very oblique
chorus events in the magnetosphere. Therefore, the discrepancies (δθL, δθC1, and δθC2) between wave normal
angles inferred from the simpliﬁed theoretical models and directly measured are exhibited in Figure 4 as a
function of the wave normal angle changing rate dθ/dt for both rising (red) and falling (blue) tones. The
dashed lines represent the median values, with the ﬁrst and third quartiles shown by vertical bars. Taking
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N 
X
2
formula L as an example, δθL is deﬁned as
θiL  θi =N (where N is the number of data points for each
i¼1

event) to quantitatively evaluate theoretical results. As shown in Figures 4a, 4b, 4d, and 4e, both δθL and δθC1
increase with the increase of dθ/dt for both rising and falling tones. This is exactly consistent with the
expected behavior, since both the L and C1 formulae rely on an assumption of nearly constant θ which
becomes invalid when dθ/dt is sufﬁciently large (typically for dθ/dt > 15°/s, corresponding to Δθ > 5° over
a wave event). Comparing with Figures 4c and 4f, it appears that δθC2 becomes sensibly larger than δθL for
dθ/dt < 15°/s for several rising and falling tone events, implying that such events are more likely produced
through Landau resonance rather than via cyclotron resonance. Conversely, for dθ/dt > 15°/s, wave generation through cyclotron resonance (C2 formula) becomes clearly prevalent.
We have further examined how the properties of the waves relate to their potential generation mechanisms.
Figure 5 illustrates the discrepancies (δθL, δθC1, and δθC2) between wave normal angles directly measured and
inferred from theoretical models, as a function of the frequency chirping rate df/dt for both rising (red) and
falling tones (blue). The dashed lines represent the median values, with the ﬁrst and third quartiles shown in
vertical bars. The most striking result is that the discrepancy δθL is very small (less than 3°–5°, i.e., less than the
typical measurement uncertainty ~5°) when the frequency chirping rate is smaller than ~300 Hz/s, especially
for very oblique falling tones (Figure 6d). Moreover, there is a clear trend of increasing δθL and δθC1 as the frequency chirping rate increases, for both rising (Figures 5a and 5b) and falling tones (Figures 5d and 5e).
Conversely, the discrepancy δθC2 gradually decreases for falling tones as their frequency chirping rate df/dt
increases from about 50 Hz/s to 0.5–1 kHz/s in Figures 5c–5f, generally remaining at a level sensibly larger
than δθL over the whole range df/dt < 0.5–1 kHz/s, while becoming much smaller for df/dt > 1 kHz/s. The
median value of δθC2 is also larger than the median value of δθL in the domain df/dt < 0.3 kHz/s for rising
tones, while it becomes smaller for df/dt > 1 kHz/s. Consequently, we ﬁnd that very oblique lower band
chorus events with large frequency chirping rates can better be explained by a generation mechanism via
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Figure 3. Comparisons between wave-normal angles inferred from simpliﬁed theoretical models ((a, d) θL, (b, e) θC1, and
(c, f) θC2) and directly measured (θo) for both rising (red) and falling (blue) tones. Each star represents one chorus event.
The θL, θC1, and θC2 are obtained from formulae L, C1, and C2, respectively.

cyclotron resonance with anisotropic electron streams. On the other hand, very oblique chorus waves with
small frequency chirping rates are preferentially generated through Landau resonance with low-energy
electron beams.
The dependence on the wave amplitude BT of the discrepancies (δθL, δθC1, and δθC2) between wave normal
angles directly measured and inferred from simpliﬁed theoretical models is also evaluated, and displayed in
Figure 6 for both rising (red) and falling (blue) tones. Under the assumption of a nearly constant wave-normal
angle, both δθL and δθC1 decrease as the mean wave amplitude increases from 8 pT up to 30–60 pT, for both
rising and falling tones in Figures 6a, 6b, 6d, and 6e. There is also a slight increasing trend of δθC2 as the wave
amplitude increases above 40 pT for falling tones in Figure 6f. For both rising (Figures 6a and 6c) and falling
tones (Figures 6d and 6f), when the wave amplitude becomes sufﬁciently large (>50 pT), the discrepancy
δθL remains at a very low level, while δθC2 becomes larger than δθL for falling tones, indicating that more intense
GAO ET AL.
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Figure 4. The discrepancies ((a, d) δθL, (b, e) δθC1, and (c, f) δθC2) between wave-normal angles directly measured by
THEMIS and inferred from simpliﬁed theoretical models, as a function of the wave-normal angle changing rate dθ/dt for
both rising (red) and falling (blue) tones, respectively. Here each star represents one chorus event. In each panel, the
dashed line represents the median values, with the ﬁrst and third quartiles shown in vertical bars.

falling tones are preferentially excited through Landau resonance. Conversely, very oblique waves with small
amplitudes (<30 pT) are clearly more likely generated through cyclotron resonance.
To investigate whether the very oblique chorus events that can be explained by Landau resonance (L) or cyclotron resonance (C2) represent two distinct types of events, the distribution of rising (red) and falling (blue) tones
has been plotted in the δθL - δθC2 domain in Figure 7. Except for a small (very small) portion of rising (falling)
tones with simultaneously large δθL (>6°–7°) and δθC2 (>6°–7°), almost all very oblique lower band chorus
events can be explained by either Landau resonance (L) or cyclotron resonance (C2) generation. Note that more
chorus events have a small δθC2 < 7° than a small δθL < 7°, suggesting that a generation mechanism via cyclotron resonance may be more common, which is consistent with the results shown in Figure 3. A small but noticeable portion of falling and rising tones, with simultaneously small δθL < 7° and large δθC2 > 7°, can only be
generated via Landau resonance. However, there is a larger portion of falling and rising tones, with simultaneously large δθL > 7° and small δθC2 < 7°, which can only be generated via cyclotron resonance. It is also worth
noting the neat separation between two falling tone populations of events for δθL and δθC2 > 5°: such events are
located far from the diagonal in Figure 7b and constitute two well-separated populations such that either
δθL < 7° or δθC2 < 7°. This is a clear manifestation of the existence of two distinct generation mechanisms (via
either Landau or cyclotron resonance) corresponding to two distinct populations of very oblique wave events.
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Figure 5. The differences ((a, d) δθL, (b, e) δθC1, and (c, f) δθC2) between wave-normal angles directly measured by THEMIS
and inferred from simpliﬁed theoretical models, as a function of the frequency changing rate df/dt for both rising (red) and
falling (blue) tones, respectively. Here each star represents one chorus event. In each panel, the dashed line represents the
median values, with the ﬁrst and third quartiles shown by vertical bars.

Accordingly, falling (or rising) tone very oblique chorus wave events have been divided into two groups:
more Landau-like events FL (or RL) with δθL < δθC2 and more cyclotron-like events FC (or RC) with
δθL > δθC2. The different properties of these two groups are studied in Figure 8, which displays the distributions in both L-MLT (Figures 8a and 8c) and θo-BT (Figures 8b and 8d) domains for the two groups. Triangles
denote the more Landau-like events, while plus signs denote the more cyclotron-like events. Although the
majority of chorus events in these two groups overlap in Figure 8, there are still two things worth noting.
At L = 5–6.7 (i.e., inside the outer radiation belt), 60% of cyclotron-like events take place over 23–05 MLT
and 40% over 05–14 MLT, while 75% of more Landau-like events occur over 23–05 MLT. Although the total
number of such events at L = 5–6.7 is small (~60), it suggests that generation via Landau resonance occurs
preferentially on the nightside in this region, while generation through cyclotron resonance occurs more
uniformly in MLT. At L > 8.5, Landau-like events turn out to represent 60% of the total number of events at
all MLT (from 0 to 15 MLT), showing that very oblique chorus waves are more likely generated via Landau
resonance with low-energy electron beams than through cyclotron resonance with anisotropic populations
in this region of the magnetosphere. Figures 8b and 8d further show that very oblique waves with large
magnetic ﬁeld amplitudes are more likely to be generated via Landau resonance, especially for falling tones.
GAO ET AL.
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Figure 6. The differences ((a, d) δθL, (b, e) δθC1, and (c, f) δθC2) between wave-normal angles directly measured by THEMIS
and inferred from simpliﬁed theoretical models, as a function of the wave magnetic amplitude BT for both rising (red) and
falling (blue) tones, respectively. Here each star represents one chorus event. In each panel, the dashed line represents the
median values, with the ﬁrst and third quartiles shown in vertical bars.

4. Summary and Discussion
We have analyzed hundreds of very oblique discrete (rising or falling tone) lower band chorus events near the
geomagnetic equator collected from the multiyear waveform data of the three inner THEMIS probes to investigate their potential generation mechanisms based on recent theoretical studies by Mourenas et al. [2015]
and Artemyev et al. [2016]. This comprehensive statistical study may provide interesting insight into the
potential generation mechanisms of very oblique lower band chorus waves in the Earth’s magnetosphere.
We can summarize the principal results as follows:
1. During many very oblique lower band chorus events, the wave normal angle varied signiﬁcantly together
with the wave frequency. It suggests that a mechanism of wave generation via cyclotron resonance with
anisotropic electron streams is generally more likely at L = 5–9 in the dawn-day sector as a whole.
2. Comparisons between wave normal angles directly measured by THEMIS and inferred from simple
theoretical models of nonlinear generation (on the basis of measured wave frequency chirping rates
and amplitudes) show that nearly all very oblique lower band chorus events can be explained by these
simpliﬁed models, either via Landau resonance with low-energy electron beams or through cyclotron
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Figure 7. The distribution of (a) rising (red) and (b) falling (blue) tones in the δθL - δθC2 domain. Each star represents one
chorus event. The events have been divided into two groups by the dashed lines: more Landau-like events RL (or FL)
with δθL < δθC2 and more cyclotron-like events RC (or FC) with δθL > δθC2.

resonance with anisotropic electron streams. However, very oblique lower band chorus waves may be
slightly more commonly generated via cyclotron resonance with anisotropic electron populations in
the considered region of the Earth’s magnetosphere.
3. A signiﬁcant portion of falling tone events (as well as a smaller portion of rising tones) can be clearly split
into two distinct groups, each group corresponding to a preferential generation mechanism (via either
cyclotron or Landau resonance).
4. Very oblique lower band chorus waves with small frequency chirping rates or large magnetic ﬁeld amplitudes are preferentially generated through Landau resonance with low-energy electron beams, especially
in the 23–05 MLT sector at L = 5–6.7 and at all local times at L > 8–8.5.
5. Very oblique lower band chorus waves with large frequency chirping rates or small magnetic ﬁeld amplitudes are more likely excited by cyclotron resonance with anisotropic electron streams in the region L < 8.
In this study, we have considered two possible generation mechanisms for very oblique chorus waves, via
Landau or cyclotron resonances, which were proposed by Mourenas et al. [2015] and Artemyev et al. [2016].
To further conﬁrm the viability of the two above possible generation regimes, we have used linear theory
[Kennel and Engelman, 1966] to numerically calculate growth rates of very oblique whistler mode waves. Such
linear growth rate calculations assume a homogeneous geomagnetic ﬁeld, and they are only valid during the
early, initial stage of wave growth from noise level in the close vicinity of the equator (over the ﬁrst ~0.1 s). As
soon as waves reach amplitudes sufﬁcient for trapping to occur, nonlinear effects must be properly taken into
account in wave growth, as well as magnetic ﬁeld inhomogeneity (e.g., see Appendix A). Figure 9 (left column)
exhibits the product of the normalized growth rate Γ /Ωce multiplied by the relative density of resonant electrons n as a function of the wave normal angle θ, while Figure 9 (right column) displays the corresponding parallel (solid line) and transverse (dashed line) electron distributions. Note that the parallel (transverse) electron
distributions represent the electron phase space density (PSD) values near 0° (90°) pitch angle. Here n = 0,
n =  1, and Σ denote Landau resonance, cyclotron resonance, and their sum, respectively. The considered
resonant electron distribution function fres = fst + fhot + fbeam is a combination of three distribution functions
(suprathermals, hot, and beam, respectively) with


1
v2
f st ¼ nst 3=2 3 exp  2
v Tst
π v Tst
!k1
v 2jj
Ck
v 2⊥
1þ 2 þ 2
f hot ¼ nhot
kv Thjj kv Th⊥
π 3=2 k 3=2 v 2Thjj v Th⊥

2 !

2 !!


v jj  v beam
v jj þ v beam
1
v 2⊥
exp 
f beam ¼ nbeam 3=2 3 exp  2
þ exp 
v Tb
v 2Tb
v 2Tb
2π v Tb
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Figure 8. Distributions of very oblique (left column) rising and (right column) falling tones in both (a, c) MLT-L shell and
(b, d) BT-θo domains for both the more Landau-like and cyclotron-like events. Triangles denote more Landau-like events,
while plus signs denote the more cyclotron-like events. Horizontal lines in Figures 8b and 8d denote the median wave
amplitude BT for Landau-like (red or blue line) and cyclotron-like (black lines) events.

and Ck is a normalization constant. We chose very typical parameters in the Earth’s radiation belt, which
are k = 3, nst/nhot = 10, T st ¼ me v 2Tst =2 ¼ 200 eV, T beam ¼ me v 2Tb =2 ¼ 500 eV, T hot;jj ¼ me v 2Thjj =2 ¼ 4 keV,
vbeam/vTb = 2, and wave frequency ω = 0.35Ωce. The ratio of the plasma frequency to electron gyrofrequency is set as Ωpe/Ωce = 4.5. Three cases (from top to bottom) have been considered: (1) nbeam/nhot = 1,
v 2Th⊥ =v 2Thjj ¼ 1:4; (2) nbeam/nhot = 0.25, v 2Th⊥ =v 2Thjj ¼ 2:0; and (3) nbeam/nhot = 0.1, v 2Th⊥ =v 2Thjj ¼ 2:4.
In the ﬁrst case (Figure 9, top row), the electron beam is strong enough to produce a positive slope in the
parallel velocity distribution function, which leads to Γ n = 0 > 0 at the large wave normal angle θ ~ 65°
through Landau resonance. However, the anisotropy of hot electrons is too weak to produce a positive
growth rate by cyclotron resonance. In the second case (Figure 9, middle row), the positive slope in the parallel distribution function is slightly reduced, but the temperature anisotropy of hot electrons is enhanced. As
a result, both Landau and cyclotron resonances may lead to the generation of oblique whistler mode waves.
In the third case (Figure 9, bottom row), there is only a plateau in the parallel velocity distribution function,
due to the weak electron beam, which suppresses the Landau damping at large wave normal angles. In this
case, the generation of oblique whistler mode waves is only provided by the cyclotron resonance (Γ n =  1 > 0
at θ ~60°–65°) with the hot anisotropic population. As shown in Figure 7, there are many very oblique lower
band chorus events having both small δθL and small δθC2, which implies that both Landau and cyclotron resonances could be operating during the corresponding generation processes. Based on the above calculations
shown in Figure 9 (middle row), we can speculate that the energetic electrons injected from the plasma sheet
during substorms are more likely to have a velocity distribution similar to this second case. Meanwhile, events
with large δθC2 and small δθL may be excited via Landau resonance with a strong low-energy electron beam
as in the ﬁrst case of Figure 9. Events with large δθL and small δθC2 could be generated through cyclotron
resonance with anisotropic hot electrons, as in the third case.
A determination of the global distribution of low-energy electron beams in the Earth’s magnetosphere would
be helpful to better understand our statistical results of more Landau-like events in Figure 8, but there are still
no clear statistical results due to the limitations of low-resolution plasma measurements. However, we may
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Figure 9. (left column) The product of the normalized growth rate Γ /Ωce multiplied by the relative density of resonant
electrons n as a function of the wave-normal angle θ; (right column) the parallel (solid line) and transverse (dashed line)
3
3
electron PSD (phase space density; (km/s) cm ) as a function of the kinetic energy E (eV) for the three cases described
in the text, respectively. Here n = 0 (black solid lines), n =  1 (black dashed lines), and Σ (gray solid lines) denote Landau
resonance, cyclotron resonance, and their sum, respectively.

get a clue from a recent statistical study about TDS (time domain structures) [Malaspina et al., 2015], which are
frequently observed along with electron beams [Mozer et al., 2015]. As shown in Figure 8, nearly all more
Landau-like oblique chorus events within L < 7 occur from 20 to 10 MLT, which corresponds to the region
where TDS have been detected [Malaspina et al., 2015]. At L > 8, electron beams could probably exist even
on the dayside due to various acceleration processes [Williams et al., 1985; Hall et al., 1991; Kletzing, 1994;
Lee et al., 1994], which is also consistent with our statistical results in Figure 8. Actually, electron beams are
expected to excite also Langmuir waves and to relax under their inﬂuence toward a plateau. However, very
oblique whistler mode waves can still manage to grow over a short period before the beam is fully ﬂattened
[e.g., An et al., 2016]. In the magnetosphere, beam and plasma inhomogeneities as well as low-frequency
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turbulence can reduce Langmuir wave growth and efﬁciently slow down beam relaxation (e.g., see discussion
in Mourenas et al. [2015]), probably explaining their observations. Moreover, particle injections from the
plasma sheet are often accompanied by strong ﬁeld-aligned electron beams generated by local acceleration mechanisms [e.g., Zheng et al., 2012]. Examining the difference between the electron distributions
related to more Landau-like and cyclotron-like chorus events would be important and helpful to understand the generation of chorus waves, but the analysis of electron distribution functions at low energies
(100 eV to 5 keV) is not trivial, since it requires selecting periods when spacecraft potential does not alter
measurements and where sudden injections or convection do not modify the distributions. Moreover,
the resolution in THEMIS data is relatively low. Also, “averaged” patterns may not correspond to given rising
or falling tones of much shorter duration (a few tenths of seconds). Therefore, it would require comprehensive and careful investigations. For these reasons, we have decided to focus in this ﬁrst paper on wave data,
leaving a detailed examination of particle distributions for another separate study.

Appendix A: Derivation of Approximate Frequency Sweep Rate Formulae
We consider the propagation of very oblique, quasi-electrostatic lower band chorus whistler mode plane waves
along geomagnetic ﬁeld lines and their interactions with low-energy electrons of E < 5  10 keV via ﬁrst-order
cyclotron or Landau resonances, which are generally the most efﬁcient resonances [Shklyar and Matsumoto,
2009; Omura et al., 2015]. Our goal here is merely to estimate the wave frequency sweep rate in the
generation region [e.g., see Omura et al., 2008; Omura and Nunn, 2011]. For this limited task, we can restrict
our consideration to the close vicinity of the magnetic equator and neglect plasma density inhomogeneity.
Many observational studies have indeed pointed out that intense chorus waves (including oblique waves)
mostly propagate away from the geomagnetic equator [Kurita et al., 2012; Li et al., 2013; Agapitov et al., 2015].
To further reduce the complexity of the problem, we focus only on very oblique waves such that
Ωce cos θ/ω  1 < 0.3 with a wave-normal angle θ > 60° and a frequency ω much higher than the lower hybrid
frequency and smaller than half of the electron gyrofrequency Ωce, in a region such that Ωpe/Ωce > 4
(with Ωpe the electron plasma frequency). It allows using a simpliﬁed cold plasma dispersion relation
Ω2pe
k 2 c2
≈
ω2 ωðΩce cosθ  ωÞ

(A1)

with k the wave number and c the velocity of light.
For plane wave propagation in a uniform medium, with slowly varying phase, ω, k, and θ, conservation of
the wave characteristic frequency and parallel wave number in a frame moving at the wave’s group velocity
Vg|| = ∂ω/∂k|| along the z axis parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld line corresponds to relations
∂ω
∂ω
þ V gjj
¼0
∂t
∂z
∂k jj
∂k jj
þ V gjj
¼0
∂t
∂z

(A2)

Based on satellite observations in the generation region generally showing small variations of θ remaining
within the uncertainty range (≈5°) of measurements [Taubenschuss et al., 2014; Mourenas et al., 2015], two different hypotheses can be made concerning the behavior of θ during the nonlinear wave generation process:
it may either be taken as roughly constant (for instance, at a value corresponding to maximum linear and
nonlinear growth) or be allowed to vary smoothly. In the ﬁrst case, one may approximate Vg|| ~ Vgk/k||,
leading to
V gjj ≈

2cΩce ðΩce cosθ  ωÞ3=2 ω1=2 ce 2
c os θ
Ωpe
Ω2ce

(A3)

In the second case, the full expression of Vg|| can be simpliﬁed for Ωce cos θ/ω  1 < 0.3 and θ > 60°, leading to

V gjj ≈
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The velocity of electrons in Landau (or Cerenkov) resonance with the wave is equal to the parallel phase
velocity ω/k|| of the wave and given by
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c ωðΩce cosθ  ωÞ
(A5)
V Rjj;0 ≈
Ωpe cosθ
In the case of ﬁrst-order cyclotron resonance, the larger but negative resonant velocity VR||,1 can be
written as
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c ωðΩce cosθ  ωÞ ω  Ωce
V Rjj;1 ≈
(A6)
Ωpe cosθ
ω
Let us now consider the evolution of the parallel velocity v|| of low-energy electrons interacting resonantly
with these waves. For a given Landau (n = 0) or ﬁrst-order cyclotron (n = 1) resonance, the relevant equation
of motion is given by equation (37) from Nunn and Omura [2015]:
dv jj ω2t;n sinηn v 2 sin2 α ∂Ωce

≈
2Ωce ∂z
dt
k jj

(A7)

with me the electron mass, α its pitch angle, and ηn the generalized phase between the wave and the particle.
The corresponding trapping frequencies ωt,n can be written as a function of wave ﬁeld components as
me ω2t;0
¼ E w cosθJ 0 ðβÞ  v ⊥ Bw;x J 1 ðβÞ
ek jj
me ω2t;1
Bw;x þ Bw;y
¼ E w cosθJ 1 ðβÞ þ v ⊥ J 0 ðβÞ
ek jj
2

(A8)

where β = k⊥v⊥/Ωce.
Combining dispersion relation with Landau resonance condition, one gets β ≈ tan θ tanαω/Ωce. Moreover,
strong wave growth via Landau resonance requires abundant electrons. For a given resonant parallel velocity,
it corresponds mainly to α < 45°. For the considered very oblique waves, it leads to β < 0.8 and therefore
J1/J0 < 0.5. Making use again of the Landau resonance condition and dispersion relation to replace v⊥ = v||
tan α, and using relationships between wave ﬁeld components provided by Verkhoglyadova et al. [2010],
one ﬁnds that for Ωce cos θ/ω  1 < 0.3, the ﬁrst right-hand side term in equation (A8) for ωt,0 is much larger
than the second term, giving ωt,0 ≈ (ek||Ew cos θ/me)Z0 with Z0 ≈ J0(β)  J1(β)β(Ωce cos θ/ω  1) ≈ J0(β) ~ 1.
Thus, a reasonable approximation is ωt,0 ≈ ek||Ew cos θ/me. The strongest wave-particle coupling via Landau
resonance indeed occurs near the maximum of the corresponding Bessel function J0, i.e., for J0(β < 0.7) ≈ 1.
Considering cyclotron resonance condition with dispersion relation, one gets similarly β ≈ tan θ tan α
(Ωce  ω)/Ωce. The most efﬁcient wave-particle coupling via ﬁrst-order cyclotron resonance occurs near the
maximum of the corresponding Bessel function J1, i.e., for J1 ≈ 0.6 when β lies between 1.4 and 2.
Considering ω/Ωce ~ 0.3  0.4 (the main frequency range of very oblique lower band chorus waves; see Li
et al. [2016]), such values of β can be reached for α in the range 30°  60° (i.e., the usual range for optimum
wave growth via temperature anisotropy; e.g., see Nunn and Omura [2015]). Replacing as before the wave
ﬁeld and velocity components in equation (A8) for ωt,1, one ﬁnds ωt,1 ≈ (ek||Ew cos θ/me)Z1 with Z 1 e J 1 ðβÞ þ β
pﬃﬃﬃ
J 0 ðβÞðΩce cosθ=ω  1Þ= 2cosθsin2 θ. Considering optimum wave-particle coupling, one gets Z1 about 0.7 to
1.1 for some β between 1.4 and 2 when Ωce cos θ/ω  1 ~ 0.05  0.25. Thus, one can reasonably use Z1 ~ 1 as a
ﬁrst-order approximation.
Assuming that the resonance condition is satisﬁed, the derivative of the generalized phase ηn between the
wave and the particle is given by dηn/dt = k||(v||  VR||,n) = 0, leading to a second-order resonance condition

d2 ηn
d
v jj  V Rjj;n
¼ k jj
dt
dt2

(A9)

Using equations (A1)–(A6), one can express dVR||,n/dt in equation (A9) as a function of the ω and k|| variations
seen by an electron moving at v||: dω/dt = (1  v||/Vg||)∂ω/∂t, dk||/dt = (1  v||/Vg||)∂k||/∂t + σ n∂Ωce/∂z, and
dΩce/dt = v||∂Ωce/∂z. Using also equation (A7), one obtains a second-order nonlinear differential equation
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describing the dynamics of electrons in Landau or cyclotron resonance with the wave [e.g., Omura and Nunn,
2011; Omura et al., 2012; Nunn and Omura, 2015]
d 2 ηn
¼ ω2t;n ðsinηn þ Sn Þ
dt 2

(A10)

where the inhomogeneity factor Sn, deﬁned as the ratio of inhomogeneity to oscillatory terms, can be written as


V Rjj;n 2 ∂ω
∂Ωce
þ ξn
(A11)
ω2t;n Sn ¼ 1 
∂t
V gjj
∂t
and approximate expressions for ξ n have been provided in Mourenas et al. [2015].
For electron trapping in the wave potential and nonlinear wave growth to exist, a necessary condition is |Sn| < 1
[e.g., Shklyar and Matsumoto, 2009; Omura et al., 2012]. Following the approach of Shklyar and Matsumoto
[2009], here we take into account the presence of both trapped and transient electron populations
exchanging energy with the waves. Considering asymptotic behavior (tωt,n > 1), Shklyar and Matsumoto
[2009] have shown that the nonlinear growth rate γNL depends on S2n , i.e., the sign of γNL depends on
the sign of the difference between energy variations of untrapped and trapped populations, or equivalently on the sign of the derivative of the unperturbed population near resonance, but not on the sign
of the inhomogeneity Sn (However, if the impact of transient particles can be omitted, γNL depends linearly
on Sn; see Omura et al. [2008]). Thus, we hereafter use S = Sn≡|Sn|. Equation (4.26) from Shklyar and
Matsumoto [2009] provides a general expression for γNL based on an evaluation of the resonant current
for cyclotron or Landau resonance:
D
E
16
γNL ¼ γL 2 Φ3=2 Φ1=2 ΓT S∫Sðt Þdt
(A12)
π
where γL is the linear growth rate, Φ is a dimensionless coefﬁcient depending on particle energy and pitch
angle [see Shklyar and Matsumoto, 2009], Γ T is the phase space volume of trapped particles surrounded by
the separatrix of system (A10), and the average is a weighted average over transverse adiabatic invariant with
weight ∂f 0 =∂Wjvjj ¼V Rjj , with W the particle energy and f0 the electron distribution function. The integral inside
the weighted average is performed over the timescale Δt of resonant interaction. Taking into account that
resonance width is small in velocity space, one may approximate equation (A12) as
γNL ≈γL

16 2 2
Φ S ΓT Δt
π2

(A13)

where the function Γ T has a form [e.g., Artemyev et al., 2012]
η

pﬃﬃﬃ þ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
ΓT ¼ ∮:ηdη ¼ 2ωt S ∫ Hη þ S1 cosη  ηdη ¼ 2ωt;n SRðSÞ
η

(A14)

with Hη = η  S 1 cos η the energy of the nonlinear pendulum (A10); η is a solution of equation
sin η =  Sη, and η+ is a solution of equation Hη + S 1 cos η  η = 0. As shown by Mourenas et al. [2015], a reasonable approximation for R(S) is R(S) ≈ (5/2)(S 1  1), leading ﬁnally to
γNL ≈γL



80
2
3=2
5=2
ω
ΔtΦ
S

S
t
π2

(A15)

As the nonlinear growth rate (A15) reaches its maximum around S = S* ≈ 3/5, we may assume that nonlinear
wave growth maximizes for S ~ S*. Further assuming that nonlinear wave growth takes place in the very close
vicinity of the equator (where ∂Ωce/∂z = 0), the approximate formulae (1)–(3) for the frequency sweep rate
given in the main text can be easily derived from equation (A11), using equation (A3) or (A4) for Vg|| appropriate for each case, with (A5) or (A6) for resonant velocities and approximated equations (A8) for ωt,0 or ωt,1,
ﬁnally switching from Ew to full wave magnetic amplitude Bw (using equation (13) from Verkhoglyadova et al.
[2010]) for θ near the resonance cone. No comparisons are displayed in the present paper between the
observed frequency sweep rates and the sweep rate formula obtained for Landau resonance in case of a varying θ [Artemyev et al., 2016, equation (70)]. This is because the latter approximate formula yielded unrealistically high values in this case. Nevertheless, it does not necessarily imply that this case does not exist: waves
excited with such very large ∂ω/∂t, over very short timescales, may not be easily identiﬁed in wave data.
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Note that the frequency sweep rate formulae derived here are only approximate expressions: they should
generally remain within a factor ~ 1.5  2 from the exact values in the considered parameter range.
Moreover, full nonlinear effects may modify the optimum value of S*, and transverse propagation may hinder
growth in the presence of corresponding inhomogeneities (neglected here). Finally, wave growth may also
occur sensibly away from the equator, in which case terms ∂Ωce/∂z may no longer be negligible [e.g., Nunn
and Omura, 2012]. In the future, full-scale numerical simulations will therefore be needed to evaluate more
precisely the nonlinear growth of very oblique lower band waves in various situations on the basis of full
equations [Nunn and Omura, 2015].
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